
Comic Character 
Illustrations

Mrs Ras



Create a letter sized file in photoshop



Find an action photo demonstrating Foreshortening



Edit> paste
Edit> adj. > black 
and white
Edit Free Transform 

Make sure to place 
your person in a 
dynamic 
composition



Using the quick selection tool select the background
Then press the select and mask button



Enhance the 
selection 

Feather

Smooth

Then press 
ok



Press delete (use eraser to fix up any edges)



Now we are going to exaggerate the foreshortening
Using the selection tool 
select and select the 
Head and hair 

Edit> copy

Edit> paste

Edit > free transform

Scale it so it is slightly 
larger 



Now we are going to scale up the eyes too 

Using the 
poly lasso 
tool select 
the eye

Edit copy 
edit paste



edit> puppet warp



Shape the eye so 
it appears like it 
fits



Now copy and 
puppet warp the 
other eye

Use the eraser tool 
with a soft edge to 
soften the edges of 
the eye cut out 
pieces





Hold shift and select 
all layers and then 
layer>merge



edit> adj.> brightness and contrast



Now lets color this person (it does not need to be 
“normal coloring… remember the hulk)
Image> adj> 
hue and 
saturation.

Choose 
colorize



You can 
change the 
color of 
specific 
pieces by 
selecting it 
and then 
using Hue 
and saturation





Find a background piece that helps your narative… 
my fire is going to be able to create fire so smoke is 
appropriate for the background





Find, copy, and paste in an image that helps your 
narrative… cut out the background or anything 
unnecessary 



edit> free transfrom



Use layer mode to help the pasted in peice



Duplicate your background … you will need it later
Select your person and first background and Layer > merge

Now duplicate that layer



Filter> Filter Gallery> poster edges
Make sure to have edge thickness and low 
posterization



select> select all
Edit> copy



Create a new file in illustrator



Edit > paste



Back in photoshop
Toggle of the filtered layer 
select>all
edit> copy

Paste it 
into 
illustrator 



Add a new layer and Using the pen tool start tracing 
the contour of the face and all parts forthe person





Once the big things are outlines add a new layer and 
start drawing the
Details like the eyes , nose and mouth 







In a new layer begin to trace the shadow shapes



Make the line weight of this smaller than the outside



Continue to trace more value shapes



Adjust the line weights





Select all the lines



Choose the live paint and begin painting in the 
shapes





Back in photoshop

Toggle off all layer 
but the plain 
background

Edit> paste (twice)

Creating two new 
layers





Select the 
top 
character 
layer.  And 
change the 
layer mode 
to Pin light

Lock that 
layer



Now on the bottom layer using the magic wand tool select a shadow shape

Filter> 
pixelate> color 
halftone



Halftone most of the shadows


